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Abstract Several studies suggest that one possible cause of impaired wound healing
is failed or insufficient lymphangiogenesis, that is the formation of new lymphatic
capillaries. Although many mathematical models have been developed to describe the
formation of blood capillaries (angiogenesis), very few have been proposed for the
regeneration of the lymphatic network. Lymphangiogenesis is a markedly different
process from angiogenesis, occurring at different times and in response to different
chemical stimuli. Two main hypotheses have been proposed: (1) lymphatic capillaries
sprout from existing interrupted ones at the edge of the wound in analogy to the blood
angiogenesis case and (2) lymphatic endothelial cells first pool in the wound region
following the lymphflow and then, once sufficiently populated, start to form a network.
Here, we present two PDE models describing lymphangiogenesis according to these
two different hypotheses. Further, we include the effect of advection due to interstitial
flow and lymph flow coming from open capillaries. The variables represent different
cell densities and growth factor concentrations, and where possible the parameters
are estimated from biological data. The models are then solved numerically and the
results are compared with the available biological literature.
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1 Introduction

The lymphatic system first came to the anatomists’ attention with Hippocrates’ men-
tion of lymph nodes in his fifth century BC work On Joints (Withington 1984). Later,
the Roman physician Rufus of Ephesus identified the axillary, inguinal and mesen-
teric nodes and the thymus in the first–second century AD (May 1968). The earliest
reference to lymphatic vessels is attributed to the anatomist Herophilus, who lived in
Alexandria in the third century BC; he described the lymphatics as “absorptive veins”
(Dodson 1924-1925; von Staden 1989). This rudimentary knowledge of the lymphatic
system was lost during the Middle Ages, until Gabriele Falloppio re-discovered lym-
phatic capillaries in themid-sixteenth century (Castiglioni 1947). Since then, there has
been a steady but slow increase in our awareness of the “second” circulatory system
of our body (see Ambrose (2006) for an account of immunology’s priority disputes
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries). Major impetus to study the lymphatic
system came only in the 1990s, after the discovery of a suitable lymphatic marker that
allowed quantifiable observation of lymphatic dynamics (Choi et al. 2012; Oliver and
Detmar 2002). Lymphatic research is still a current trend in biomedicine and a source
of sensational new discoveries, such as the 2015 finding of lymphatic vessels in the
central nervous system (Louveau et al. 2015).

An impetus for studying lymphatic regeneration is provided by recent biological
studies that propose lymphangiogenesis as a major target for the treatment of non-
healing wounds: functional lymphangiogenesis is nowadays regarded as a crucial
factor in wound healing (Cho et al. 2006; Ji 2005; Oliver and Detmar 2002; Witte
et al. 2001) and delayed or failed lymphatic regeneration (such as that observed in
diabetic patients) constitutes a major cause of impairment to wound healing (Asai
et al. 2012; Maruyama et al. 2007; Saaristo et al. 2006).

Interest in lymphatics is therefore not just a mere scientific curiosity: their impor-
tance as pressure regulators in tissues and,moreover, as vectors of the immune response
has been emphasised in recent decades, particularly in the context of wound healing
(Cho et al. 2006; Huggenberger et al. 2011; Ji 2005). The healing of a skin wound is a
complex process consisting of different overlapping phases that, if well orchestrated
by the organism, lead to the restoration of the skin and vasculature to a healthy, func-
tional condition. Unfortunately, this delicate sequence of events can fail to proceed to
full healing in diabetic or aged patients (Asai et al. 2012; Jeffcoate and Harding 2003;
Swift et al. 2001); indeed, if the organism response to infection is insufficient, wound
healing does not proceed through all normal stages, halting at the inflammation stage
and resulting in a chronic wound (Brem and Tomic-Canic 2007; Pierce 2001).

Non-healing wounds constitute a major health problem, seriously affecting the
patient’s quality of life and accounting for approximately 3% of all health care
expenses in the UK (Drew et al. 2007; Posnett and Franks 2008). Being themainmedi-
ators of the immune response, lymphatics seem to significantly contribute to healing
(Oliver and Detmar 2002; Witte et al. 2001) and it has been observed that failed lym-
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phangiogenesis correlates with impaired wound healing (Asai et al. 2012; Maruyama
et al. 2007; Saaristo et al. 2006). However, little is known about the actual mechanisms
involved in the lymphangiogenic process, in contrast to the (blood) angiogenic case
(Benest et al. 2008; Choi et al. 2012).

Mathematical modelling potentially provides an alternative, powerful tool to back
up experimental observations, generate a better understanding of wound healing lym-
phangiogenesis and identify potential clinical targets. Here, we build upon our ODE
model presented in Bianchi et al. (2015) to address the spatial elements of lymphan-
giogenesis, specifically focussing on modelling two different hypotheses proposed to
describe the exact lymphangiogenesis mechanism. In particular, two PDE systems are
developed to describe the two hypotheses (named “self-organising” and “sprouting”
hypothesis) and their numerical solutions are compared. In addition, more simulations
are shown in order to explore the role of two different fluid flows in lymphatic regener-
ation: the interstitial flow and the lymph flow. Simulations are run for different initial
conditions representing shallow and deep wounds.

In the following, Sects. 2.1–2.3 provide an introduction to the biology of wound
healing, possible lymphangiogenesis mechanisms and interstitial and lymph flows,
respectively. Then, Sect. 3 is devoted to the development of the mathematical models;
in particular, a review of existing models is discussed in Sect. 3.1, while the “self-
organising hypothesis” is presented in Sect. 3.5 and the “sprouting hypothesis” in
Sect. 3.6. In Sect. 3.7, a table with parameter values and sources can be found. Sim-
ulations are reported in Sect. 4 and an overall comparison of them is presented in
Sect. 4.5. A final discussion is expounded in Sect. 5. Finally, “Appendix” includes a
detailed description of how the model parameters were estimated.

2 Biological Background

2.1 Wound Healing

For educational purposes, wound healing is usually presented as a sequence of four
different (overlapping) phases, namely:

1. Haemostasis: Shortly after injury, a blood clot is formedas a result of the interaction
between blood and the extracellularmatrix; the clot stops the bleeding and provides
a scaffold for cells and chemicals that will consequently contribute to the healing
process.

2. Inflammation: Substances activated during haemostasis attract leucocytes, inflam-
matory cells which clean the wound from debris and pathogens and secrete
chemicals which promote the evolution of the system to the next phase.

3. Proliferation: The chemicals released during inflammation enhance the growth
and aggregation of the surrounding cells, restoring different tissue functions and
elements such as the blood and lymphatic networks; the regeneration of blood and
lymphatic vessels is named (blood) angiogenesis and lymphangiogenesis, respec-
tively. In this phase, the blood clot is slowly substituted by a “temporary dermis”
called granulation tissue. In parallel with these processes, the rapid proliferation
and migration of epidermal cells causes this outer layer of the skin to re-form.
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4. Remodelling: Finally, the granulation tissue is slowly replaced by normal skin
tissue; this stage can take up to 2years to be completed.

For further details aboutwound healing,we refer to Singer andClark (1999) for normal
cutaneous wound healing, and to Stadelmann et al. (1998) for an account of chronic
wound dynamics.

2.2 Sprouting Versus Self-Organising Lymphangiogenesis

The lymphatic system is a circulatory system responsible for mediating the immune
response of the body and maintaining the physiological pressure in tissues by draining
excess liquid. It is mainly constituted of vessels and lymph nodes. Lymphatic vessel
walls are made of the so-called lymphatic endothelial cells (LECs); contrary to the
blood case, lymphatic capillaries are very thin and are formed of a single layer of LECs.

To date, little is known about the biological events taking place during lymphan-
giogenesis and different hypotheses have been proposed by biologists. Although
important reviews on the subject such as Norrmen et al. (2011), Tammela and Alitalo
(2010) state that lymphangiogenesis “occurs primarily by sprouting from preexisting
vessels”, in a fashionwhich resembles the (blood) angiogenic case, recent experiments
suggest that this may not be correct, at least not in some specific experimental settings
(Benest et al. 2008; Rutkowski et al. 2006). In Benest et al. (2008), it is stated that
lymphangiogenesis “can occur both by recruitment of isolated lymphatic islands to a
connected network and by filopodial sprouting”. Similarly, in Rutkowski et al. (2006)
it is reported that in an adult mouse tail woundmodel, LECsmigrate as single cells into
the wound space and later connect to each other forming vessel structures (see Fig. 1).
According to the authors of Rutkowski et al. (2006), single LEC migration following
the lymph/interstitial flow would explain why lymphatic vessel regeneration appears
to happen in this direction (from left to right in the figure).

Comparative reviews of lymphangiogenesis and (blood) angiogenesis can be found
in Adams and Alitalo (2007), Lohela et al. (2009), Sweat et al. (2012).

2.3 Interstitial Versus Lymph Flow

Interstitial flow is a fluid flow induced by dynamic stresses and pressure gradients
through the extracellular matrix. It is generally slower than fluid flow inside vessels,
because of the resistance of the extracellular matrix components; nonetheless, intersti-
tial flowhas recently been shown to play an important role inmanyprocesses, including
cell migration. Such effects can be purely mechanical, for example by “pushing” on
the cell, or can act indirectly by shifting the distribution of chemicals in the surround-
ings of the cell. A review of the effects of interstitial flow on cell biology can be found
in Rutkowski and Swartz (2007).

In recent years, a number of studies have investigated the role of interstitial flow on
lymphangiogenesis, mainly through the formation of concentration gradients of pro-
lymphangiogenic factors. In particular, in Boardman and Swartz (2003) the authors
propose that interstitial flow, enhanced by the lymph flow resulting from interrupted
lymphatic vessels, can direct wound healing lymphangiogenesis by transporting LECs
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Fig. 1 In the photograph, taken from Rutkowski et al. (2006, Figure 2), one observes blood and lymphatic
vessel regeneration in the tail of an adult mouse; lymphangiogenesis appears to occur in the direction of
the interstitial flow. The different photographs refer to different times after wounding: a Taken at day 7, b
at day 10, c at day 17 and d at day 60. The yellow dashes mark the regenerating region (note its overall
contraction over time); the red colour indicates blood vessels, while LEC presence is highlighted by green
colour. The open arrows signal how blood vessels seem to sprout from deeper vessels, while other arrows
point out LEC organisation at day 17 after a higher LEC density is reached; arrowheads indicate single
LECs migrating towards the proximal side of the wound. Scale bar in d = 300μm (Color figure online)

into the wound space and creating gradients in chemicals (such as vascular endothelial
growth factor—VEGF) which stimulate LEC growth and chemotaxis.

However, the relative role of interstitial and lymph flow on capillary regeneration
has yet to be investigated in depth; therefore, it is not clear which of the two takes on
the greatest importance. In fact, although interstitial flow is slower than the flux of the
lymph coming from interrupted capillaries, the former persists after wound closure,
while the latter is more localised to open capillaries and stops once the lymphatic
network has been restored.

3 Mathematical Modelling

3.1 Review of Lymphatic-Related Models

Contrary to the blood angiogenesis case,modelling literature about lymphangiogenesis
is relatively immature and sparse, and mostly refers to tumour-induced lymphangio-
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genesis (see for instance Friedman and Lolas 2005). To the authors’ knowledge, the
only models addressing lymphangiogenesis in wound healing are Roose and Fowler
(2008), which focuses on the mechanical elements that lend the lymphatic network its
characteristic shape (at least in the mouse tail), and our previous work Bianchi et al.
(2015), which we are going to extend here. A recent review of mathematical models
of vascular network formation is Scianna et al. (2013), where indeed the imbalance
between blood angio- and lymphangiogenesis modelling is manifest.

Anumber ofmodels havebeenproducedby the bioengineering community, describ-
ing specific mechanical features of lymphatic physiology; in particular, mechanics of
contracting lymph valves have been presented in Galie and Spilker (2009), Heppell
et al. (2015),Macdonald et al. (2008),Mendoza and Schmid-Schönbein (2003), Reddy
and Patel (1995). A brief review of engineeringmodels proposed in the lymphatic con-
text can be found in Margaris and Black (2012).

Very few attempts have been made to specifically model the effect of flow on
capillary regeneration, although one interesting example is Fleury et al. (2006), where
the authors use a convection–diffusion model to analyse the effects of flow on matrix-
binding protein gradients.

3.2 Model Targets

The model hereby presented aims to investigate the following questions about wound
healing lymphangiogenesis:

– which hypothesis (self-organising or sprouting) offers a better explanation for the
lymphangiogenesis mechanics?

– what are the relative contributions of interstitial and lymph flow on the lymphan-
giogenic process?

– how does the initial wounded state impact on lymphatic regeneration?

3.3 Model Variables and Domain

In the following, we propose two similar but distinct PDE models to describe the
two different theories advanced by biologists to explain lymphangiogenesis in wound
healing (see Sect. 2.2). We will refer to them as the “self-organising” hypothesis (O)
and the “sprouting” hypothesis (S).

For both cases, we consider the following basic dynamics: immediately after
injury, transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) is activated and chemotactically attracts
macrophages to the wound, which in turn secrete VEGF which induces capillary
regeneration acting on either LECs (in the self-organising case) or capillary tips (in
the sprouting case). The variables included in the models are summarised in Table 1,
where they are reported together with their names and units.

We consider a 1D space variable x that varies between −ε and � + ε; this interval
includes the wound space of length � and a portion ε of healthy tissue on its edges [for
network structures in two and three dimensions, see Chaplain et al. (2006), Stéphanou
et al. (2005), Chaplain and Anderson (1999)]. This kind of domain describes a narrow
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Table 1 A summary of the model variables

Variable Model Quantity Units

T (t, x) O, S Active TGF-β concentration pgmm−3

M(t, x) O, S Macrophage density cellsmm−3

V (t, x) O, S VEGF concentration pgmm−3

L(t, x) O Lymphatic endothelial cell density cellsmm−3

E(t, x) S Lymphatic capillary end (tip) density cellsmm−3

C(t, x) O, S Lymphatic capillary density cellsmm−3

x−ε 0 ( + ε)

skin
WOUND

skin

direction of the lymph flow

lymphatic
capillaries

Fig. 2 (Color Figure Online) The model 1D domain: x varies between −ε and �+ ε; this interval includes
the wound region (which ranges from 0 to �) and part of the healthy tissue containing some intact lymphatic
capillaries

cut, where at every point we average chemical and cell densities over the depth of the
wound. We take the increasing x-direction to be that of lymph flow (and interstitial
flow). A schematic of the model domain is shown in Fig. 2.

3.4 Advection Velocity and Open Capillaries

The models incorporate an advection term for the majority of variables that accounts
for the effect of flow on the lymphatic regeneration process. In biological references
(such as Boardman and Swartz 2003), it is not clear whether flow is mainly a result
of lymph fluid exiting the interrupted capillaries or the “normal” interstitial flow. We
hence investigate the relative contribution from these two components by considering
an advection term motivated as follows.

In general, interstitial flow does not have a constant direction. However, for simplic-
ity, here we will assume that both lymph and interstitial flow occur in the increasing
direction of x (from left to right in Fig. 2); this reflects what is observed in the wound
healing experimental setting of Boardman and Swartz (2003), which we take as a
reference for model comparison. We assume the interstitial flow to be constant and
present across the full tissue, reflecting its persistent nature in healthy tissues. On the
other hand, the contribution due to leaking lymphatic capillaries is assumed to depend
specifically on the density of open capillaries Cop and we assume a linear dependence
for simplicity. However, sincewe do not know the precise contribution of each element
to the total advection, we introduce a single “weight” parameter ξ , 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, which
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x0

C

Cop

x0

C

Cop

Fig. 3 Plots of Cop (solid red) for different steepness of C (dashed blue) (Color figure online)

can be varied. Specifically, the advection velocities for chemicals and cells, λchem and
λcell, respectively, will be taken to be of the forms

λchem(Cop) = ξ · (λchem1 · Cop) + (1 − ξ) · λchem2 and (1)

λcell(Cop) = ξ · (λcell1 · Cop) + (1 − ξ) · λcell2 , (2)

where 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 and λchem1 , λchem2 , λcell1 and λcell2 are four parameters to be determined.
In “Appendix”, we estimate the values of λchem1 and λchem2 , while corresponding para-
meters for cells are assumed to be significantly smaller, since advective cell velocity
is likely to be smaller due to the higher environmental friction. A value of ξ = 0
corresponds to purely interstitial flow advection, while ξ = 1 represents advection
due entirely to lymphatic flow.

To quantify the open capillary density, we assume that as the “cut” in capillary
density C becomes steeper (and thus |∂C/∂x| → +∞), more capillaries are open and
the open capillary density will increase towards its maximum possible value of C ,
which would correspond to all capillaries being open. We therefore define the open
capillary density Cop as

Cop

(
C,

∂C

∂x

)
= |∂C/∂x|

η0 + |∂C/∂x| · C (3)

where η0 is a parameter for whose estimation no relevant experimental data were
found. See Fig. 3 for a plot of (3).

3.5 Self-Organising Hypothesis

Under this hypothesis, single LECs migrate into the wound and start to self-organise
into capillary structures only after reaching a certain threshold density L∗. This case
represents the direct extension of the ODE model developed in Bianchi et al. (2015)
and the variable and parameter names have been kept as consistent with Bianchi et al.
(2015) as possible.
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(Active) TGF-β Equation

The differential equation describing active TGF-β concentration has the following
form:

change in TGF-β
concentration

= diffusion and
advection

+ activation − decay − internalisation by
macrophages.

Of these terms, the following three are assumed to have standard forms:

Diffusion: DT
∂2T

∂x2
, Decay: d1T , Internalisation: γ1T M,

and advection will be taken to be −∂/∂x(λchem(Cop) · T ), with velocity λchem(Cop) as
defined in (1).

Concerning the activation, we consider a constant amount of latent TGF-β in the
skin TL (Taylor 2009; Shi et al. 2011), which is increased by macrophage production
at rate r1 (Khalil et al. 1993). This latent form of TGF-β is activated by macrophages
(Taylor 2009; De Crescenzo et al. 2001; Gosiewska et al. 1999; Nunes et al. 1995) and
by the enzymes (mainly plasmin) present in the blood clot, which is mainly composed
of platelets (Grainger et al. 1995; Hyytiäinen et al. 2004; Khalil et al. 1996) (for
a review of TGF-β activation see Taylor 2009). Therefore, we take the following
activation term: [

amM + ap p(C)
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
activation by macro-
-phages & plasmin

· [TL + r1M]︸ ︷︷ ︸
latent TGF-β

.

The C-dependent quantity p is an estimate of plasmin presence in the wound, which
is proportional to the platelet mass. In fact, although activation of platelet-released
TGF-β is still poorly understood, it seems that plasmin, while degrading the blood
clot, activates the latent TGF-β contained in the platelets (Grainger et al. 1995). We
assume that the plasmin level is proportional to the wound space which is not occupied
by capillaries; this is motivated by the fact that capillary presence can be considered
as a measure of the healing stage of the wound.1 When capillary density gets close to
its equilibrium (healthy state) value Ceq (say 90% of it), the plasmin-induced TGF-β
activation switches to zero. We will thus take

p(C) =
{

− ψ
9/10·CeqC + ψ if C ≤ (Ceq · 9/10)

0 if C ≥ (Ceq · 9/10). (4)

1 An alternative approach would be to consider fibroblasts instead of capillaries here, but the introduction
of a new variable and consequently a new equation does not seem to be worthwhile, since capillary presence
is a good indication of the healing state of the wound.
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Macrophage Equation

The following scheme will be considered for macrophage dynamics:

change in
macrophage
density

= random movement
and advection

+ chemotaxis by
TGF-β

+ constant
source

+
influx from

open
capillaries

− removal and
differentiation

− crowding effect.

Macrophages are assumed to move randomly with diffusion coefficient μM , while
their advection will be modelled by the term − ∂

∂x

(
λcell(Cop) · M)

, with λcell(Cop) as
discussed in Sect. 3.4.

For the chemotaxis term, we first point out that only a fraction α of the mono-
cytes that are chemoattracted byTGF-β differentiate into (inflammatory)macrophages
(Mantovani et al. 2004; Wahl et al. 1987). Therefore, the term describing macrophage
chemotaxis up TGF-β gradients will have the form

−αχ1
∂

∂x

(
M

1 + ωM
· ∂T/∂x

1 + η1 |∂T/∂x|
)

where the macrophage velocity 1
1+ωM · ∂T/∂x

1+η1|∂T/∂x| decreases as cell density increases
[as in Velázquez (2004a), Velázquez (2004b)] and is bounded as |∂T/∂x| → ∞. The
presence of a constant source sM (from the bottom of the wound) is justified by the
observation that the macrophage equilibrium in unwounded skin is nonzero (Weber-
Matthiesen and Sterry 1990).

The introduction of an influx term is motivated by the fact that macrophages are
“pumped out” from interrupted capillaries (Boardman and Swartz 2003; Rutkowski
et al. 2006) and into the wound. We consider the following form for the influx term:

ϕ1

(
Cop,

∂C

∂x

)
= Cop · ζ1

(
∂C

∂x

)
, (5)

where Cop was introduced in (3) and ζ1 is defined as

ζ1

(
∂C

∂x

)
=

{
φ1 if ∂C/∂x < 0
0 otherwise .

(6)

In (6) φ1 is a parameter estimated in “Appendix”. The Heaviside form of ζ1 is due to
the influx only occurring from the open lymphatic capillaries on the side of the wound
from which lymph fluid flows (see Fig. 2).

The removal term includes (inflammatory) macrophage death, differentiation into
repair macrophages and reintroduction into the vascular system, with the latter being
proportional to the capillary density. Thus, we take the removal term to be (d2+ρC)M .
We also include a crowding effect through the term −M+L+C

k1
· M .
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VEGF Equation

For VEGF we assume the following dynamics:

change in VEGF
concentration

= diffusion and
advection

+ constant source + production by
macrophages

− decay − internalisation by
LECs.

VEGF diffusion is modelled via the standard term DV
∂2V
∂x2

and advection by

− ∂
∂x

(
λchem(Cop) · V )

where λchem(Cop) is the expression defined in (1). The con-
stant source is called sV , while the production term will be r3M and the decay d3V .
Internalisation is assumed to be linearly dependent on LEC density, and the corre-
sponding term will consequently be γ2V L .

LEC Equation

The equation describing the presence of LECs in the wound consists of the following
terms:

change in
LEC density

= random movement
and advection

+ chemotaxis by
VEGF

+
growth, upregulated by

VEGF and downregulated
by TGF-β

+ influx from open
capillaries

− crowding effect − transdifferentiation into
capillaries.

Again, random cell movement is modelled via a diffusion term μL ∂2L/∂x2 and the
advection is taken to be − ∂

∂x

(
λcell(C) · L)

.
LECs are chemoattracted by VEGF (Bernatchez et al. 1999; Tammela and Alitalo

2010), and the chemotaxis term is assumed to be of a similar form to that used to
describe macrophage chemotaxis:

−χ2
∂

∂x

(
L

1 + ωL
· ∂V/∂x

1 + η2 |∂V/∂x|
)

.

LEC growth is upregulated by VEGF (Bernatchez et al. 1999; Whitehurst et al.
2006; Zachary and Gliki 2001) and downregulated by TGF-β (Müller et al. 1987;
Sutton et al. 1991):

(
c1 + V

c2 + c3V

) (
1

1 + c4T

)
L .

LECs are “pumped out” from the interrupted capillaries in a similar manner to
macrophages, but also result (with less intensity) from interrupted capillaries down-
stream of the lymph flow. The influx term this time takes the form:

ϕ2

(
Cop,

∂C

∂x

)
= Cop · ζ2

(
∂C

∂x

)
(7)
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where Cop is the density of open capillaries as in (3) and ζ2 is defined as

ζ2

(
∂C

∂x

)
=

{
φ+
2 if ∂C/∂x < 0

φ−
2 if ∂C/∂x > 0,

(8)

where φ+
2 > φ−

2 .
LECs cannot grow excessively due to crowding, which is taken into account via the

term − (M+L+C)
k2

· L . When LECs have locally sufficiently populated the wound [i.e.
when their density exceeds a threshold L∗ (Boardman and Swartz 2003; Rutkowski
et al. 2006)], they are assumed to self-organise into capillaries at a rate which is
increased by the presence of VEGF (Podgrabinska et al. 2002):

σ(L ,C) · (δ1 + δ2V )L

where

σ(L ,C) =
{
1 if L + C ≥ L∗
0 if L + C < L∗. (9)

Lymphatic Capillary Equation

After LECs have occupied enough of the wound space, they coalesce into a capillary
network; also, they undergo remodelling, which we model via a logistic term. Thus,
the C-equation will be

σ(L ,C) · (δ1 + δ2V )L︸ ︷︷ ︸
source

+ c5

(
1 − C

k3

)
C

︸ ︷︷ ︸
remodelling

.

Observe that no advection term is present here, since capillary structures are collections
of cells attached to each other and thus are more resistant to the interstitial flows.

Full System: “Self-Organising” Hypothesis

The full system of equations in the “self-organising” hypothesis is therefore given by

∂T

∂t
= DT

∂2T

∂x2
− ∂

∂x

(
λchem(Cop) · T

)
+ [

amM + ap p(C)
] · [TL + r1M]

− d1T − γ1T M, (10)

∂M

∂t
= μM

∂2M

∂x2
− ∂

∂x

(
λcell(Cop) · M + αχ1

M

1 + ωM
· ∂T/∂x

1 + η1 |∂T/∂x|
)

+ sM + ϕ1

(
Cop,

∂C

∂x

)
− (d2 + ρC)M − M + L + C

k1
M, (11)

∂V

∂t
= DV

∂2V

∂x2
− ∂

∂x

(
λchem(Cop) · V

)
+ sV + r3M − d3V − γ2V L , (12)
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0 x

C
interstitial flow

macrophages

lymph lymph

LECs LECs

Fig. 4 (Color Figure Online) A summary of the fluxes included in the model: capillaries; fluid fluxes;
macrophage influx; and LEC influx (only in O)

∂L

∂t
= μL

∂2L

∂x2
− ∂

∂x

(
λcell(Cop) · L + χ2

L

1 + ωL
· ∂V/∂x

1 + η2 |∂V/∂x|
)

+
(
c1 + V

c2 + c3V

) (
1

1 + c4T

)
L + ϕ2

(
Cop,

∂C

∂x

)

−M + L + C

k2
L − σ(L ,C) · (δ1 + δ2V )L , (13)

∂C

∂t
= σ(L ,C) · (δ1 + δ2V )L + c5

(
1 − C

k3

)
C, (14)

where λchem is defined in (1), λcell in (2), p in (4), ϕ1 in (5), ϕ2 in (7) and σ in
(9). Parameters, initial and boundary conditions, are discussed in Sects. 3.7 and 3.8,
respectively. See Fig. 4 for a summary of the fluxes included in the model.

3.6 Sprouting Hypothesis

Here, instead of LECs we consider capillary tip density E . Capillary tips are attached
to the vessel ends, and therefore, contrary to LECs, are not subject to advection. As
we will see, the introduction of this variable is necessary in order to model directed
capillary growth in response to a gradient. Examples of mathematical models of blood
angiogenesis (inwoundhealing and in tumours)which include the capillary tip variable
can be found in Byrne and Chaplain (1995), Byrne et al. (2000), Flegg et al. (2012),
Flegg et al. (2015), Levine et al. (2001), Mantzaris et al. (2004) and Schugart et al.
(2008).

TGF-β, macrophage and VEGF equations are the same as in the self-organising
case, except that in both the crowding term for M and the V internalisation term there
is E instead of L .

Lymphatic Capillary Ends (Tips) Equation

Capillary ends (or tips) are assumed to sprout from interrupted lymphatic capillaries,
the density of which (Cop) was defined in (3). Tip growth is enhanced by VEGF and
inhibited by TGF-β, and this is reflected by the following term, similar to the one used
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for LECs in the self-organising case:

(
c1 + V

c2 + c3V

) (
1

1 + c4T

)
Cop.

Importantly, capillary ends move in the direction of the (positive) gradient of VEGF
with an upper-bounded velocity, modelled by the term

−χ2
∂

∂x

(
E · ∂V/∂x

1 + η2 |∂V/∂x|
)

.

Finally, we assume that capillary tip death is due predominantly to overcrowding
and thus we include the removal term − (M+E+C)

k2
· E .

Lymphatic Capillary Equation

New capillaries are formed continuously from the interrupted ones in the direction
defined by their tips. This is modelled here according to the “snail trail” concept
which was introduced in Edelstein (1982) for fungal colonies and which has been
widely used in models of (blood) angiogenesis (Flegg et al. 2012): newly formed
capillaries are laid after the sprouting tips, which therefore leave a sort of “track”
behind.

Capillaries also undergo remodelling. Therefore, their dynamics are captured by
the terms:

χ2

∣∣∣∣E · ∂V/∂x

1 + η2 |∂V/∂x|
∣∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸

sprouting

+ c5

(
1 − C

k3

)
C

︸ ︷︷ ︸
remodelling

.

Full System: “Sprouting” Hypothesis

Thus, the full system for the “sprouting” hypothesis is

∂T

∂t
= DT

∂2T

∂x2
− ∂

∂x

(
λchem(Cop) · T

)
+ [

amM + ap p(C)
] · [TL + r1M]

− d1T − γ1T M, (15)

∂M

∂t
= μM

∂2M

∂x2
− ∂

∂x

(
λcell(Cop) · M + αχ1

M

1 + ωM
· ∂T/∂x

1 + η1 |∂T/∂x|
)

+ sM + ϕ1

(
Cop,

∂C

∂x

)
− (d2 + ρC)M − M + E + C

k1
M, (16)

∂V

∂t
= DV

∂2V

∂x2
− ∂

∂x

(
λchem(Cop) · V

)
+ sV + r3M − d3V − γ2V E, (17)
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∂E

∂t
=

(
c1 + V

c2 + c3V

) (
1

1 + c4T

)
Cop − χ2

∂

∂x

(
E · ∂V/∂x

1 + η2 |∂V/∂x|
)

−M + E + C

k2
E, (18)

∂C

∂t
= χ2

∣∣∣∣E · ∂V/∂x

1 + η2 |∂V/∂x|
∣∣∣∣ + c5

(
1 − C

k3

)
C, (19)

where λchem is defined in (1), λcell in (2), p in (4), ϕ1 in (5) and Cop in (3) (see Fig. 4
for a summary of the fluxes of the model).

We recall that themain differences between the two systems consist of the fourth and
fifth equation. Equation (13) in the self-organising system describes LEC dynamics,
whileEq. (18) represents the evolution of capillary tips. Equations (14) and (19) portray
the actual capillary formation under the self-organising and sprouting hypothesis,
respectively.

3.7 Parameters

All the model parameters are reported in Table 2. Many of the parameters were esti-
mated previously in Bianchi et al. (2015), and we refer to this source for details of their
estimation. For the other parameters listed in Table 2, the details of their estimation
can be found in “Appendix”.

3.8 Initial and Boundary Conditions

Initial Conditions

As initial time t = 0, we take the moment of wounding, when little chemical or cell
populations are assumed to have entered in the wound space. Specifically, we assume
that at t = 0 there are no LECs (for model O) or capillary tips (for S), while other
variables can be present near the edges (recall our domain includes portions of healthy
skin surrounding the wound). We will then take the following initial conditions:

ν(0, x) = aν ·
[
1 − tanh(bx) + tanh(b(−x + �))

2

]
, (20)

L(0, x) = E(0, x) = 0, (21)

where ν ∈ {T, M, V,C}. For each variable ν the value of aν is chosen to be such that
ν(0,−ε) = ν(0, �+ε) is equal to the boundary conditions discussed in the following.
Concerning b, we will vary its value to see how the “sharpness” of the initial condition
will affect lymphangiogenesis. For higher values of b, the initial conditions become
more step-like and we can interpret this as a deep wound with sharp edges: in this
case, there would be (almost) no capillaries in the centre of the wound. On the other
hand, assigning smaller values of b would correspond to a shallower initial wound,
such that when averaging over the wound depth a certain number of capillaries still
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Table 2 List of parameters appearing in the model equations; those referred to Bianchi et al. (2015) for
details are the same as in the ODE model therein presented, while estimation of the newly introduced ones
is discussed in “Appendix”

Parameter Value Units Source Details

DT 2.76 mm2day−1 Lee et al. (2014);
Murphy et al. (2012)

“Appendix”

η0 104 cells mm−4 No data found “Appendix”

λchem1 1.35 × 10−2 mmday−1 Fischer et al. (1996),
Fischer et al. (1997)

“Appendix”

λchem2 8.64 × 102 mmday−1 Rutkowski and Swartz
(2007)

“Appendix”

ap 2.9 × 10−2 mm3pg−1day−1 De Crescenzo et al.
(2001)

Bianchi et al. (2015)

ψ 105 pg mm−3 No data found “Appendix”

am 0.45 mm3cells−1day−1 Gosiewska et al. (1999),
Nunes et al. (1995)

Bianchi et al. (2015)

TL 18 pg mm−3 (Oi et al. (2004)) Bianchi et al. (2015)

r1 3 × 10−5 pg cells−1day−1 Khalil et al. (1993) Bianchi et al. (2015)

d1 5 × 102 day−1 Kaminska et al. (2005) Bianchi et al. (2015)

γ1 4.2 × 10−3 mm3cells−1day−1 (Yang et al. (1999)) “Appendix”

μM 0.12 mm2day−1 Farrell et al. (1990) “Appendix”

λcell1 1.35 × 10−3 mmday−1 Estimated ≈ 0.1 × λchem1 “Appendix”

λcell2 86.4 mmday−1 Estimated ≈ 0.1 × λchem2 “Appendix”

α 0.5 1 Waugh and Sherratt
(2006)

Bianchi et al. (2015)

χ1 4 × 10−2 mm5pg−1day−1 Li Jeon et al. (2002) “Appendix”

ω 1.67 × 10−6 mm3cells−1 Estimated ≈ 1/kold1 “Appendix”

η1 100 mm9pg−1 No data found “Appendix”

sM 8.6 × 102 cells mm−3day−1 (Weber-Matthiesen and
Sterry (1990))

“Appendix”

φ1 2.05 × 103 day−1 Cao et al. (2005), Fischer
et al. (1996)

“Appendix”

β 5 × 10−3 1 Greenwood (1973) Bianchi et al. (2015)

r2 1.22 day−1 Zhuang and Wogan
(1997)

Bianchi et al. (2015)

d2 0.2 day−1 Cobbold and Sherratt
(2000)

Bianchi et al. (2015)

ρ 10−5 day−1cells−1 Rutkowski et al. (2006) Bianchi et al. (2015)

k1 105 mm3cells−1 Zhuang and Wogan
(1997)

“Appendix”

DV 2.4 mm2day−1 Miura and Tanaka (2009) “Appendix”

sV 1.94 cells day−1 (Hormbrey et al. (2003),
Papaioannou et al.
(2009))

Bianchi et al. (2015)
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Table 2 continued

Parameter Value Units Source Details

r3 1.9 × 10−3 pg cells−1day−1 (Kiriakidis et al. (2003),
Sheikh et al. (2000))

Bianchi et al. (2015)

d3 11 day−1 Kleinheinz et al. (2010) Bianchi et al. (2015)

γ2 1.4 × 10−3 mm3cells−1day−1 Gabhann (2004) Bianchi et al. (2015)

μL 0.1 mm2day−1 Estimated ≈ μM “Appendix”

c1 0.42 day−1 Nguyen et al. (2007) Bianchi et al. (2015)

c2 42 day Whitehurst et al. (2006) Bianchi et al. (2015)

c3 4.1 pg day mm−3 Whitehurst et al. (2006) Bianchi et al. (2015)

c4 0.24 mm3pg−1 Müller et al. (1987) Bianchi et al. (2015)

χ2 0.173 mm5pg−1day−1 Barkefors et al. (2008) “Appendix”

η2 1 mm9pg−1 No data found “Appendix”

φ+
2 102 day−1 No data found “Appendix”

φ−
2 1 day−1 Estimated to be 1% of φ+

2 “Appendix”

k2 4.71 × 105 cells day mm−3 Nguyen et al. (2007) Bianchi et al. (2015)

L∗ 104 cells mm−3 Rutkowski et al. (2006) Bianchi et al. (2015)

δ1 5 × 10−2 day−1 No data found Bianchi et al. (2015)

δ2 10−3 mm3pg−1day−1 No data found Bianchi et al. (2015)

c5 0.42 day−1 Estimated = c1 “Appendix”

k3 1.2 × 104 mm3cells−1 Estimated ≈ Ceq “Appendix”

Each parameter is supplied with its estimated value, units and source used (when possible) to assess it.
References in brackets mean that although the parameter was not directly estimated from a data set, its
calculated value was compared with the biological literature; the caption “no data found” signifies that no
suitable data were found to estimate the parameter. Note that am here corresponds to aM in Bianchi et al.
(2015) and γ2 here to γ in Bianchi et al. (2015). kold1 denotes the parameter k1 in Bianchi et al. (2015),
where it is the macrophage-carrying capacity. The parameter d4 appears in the boundary conditions for L

x−ε + ε0

T eq

shallow wound
(e.g. b = 5)

x−ε + ε0

T eq

deep wound
(e.g. b = 100)

Fig. 5 (Color FigureOnline) Initial condition T (0, x) = aT ·{1−[tanh(b(x−ε)))+tanh(b(−x+�−ε))]/2}
for different values of b. T eq denotes the T -equilibrium level in non-wounded skin

remain. As an example, the plot of (20) for ν = T is shown in Fig. 5 for different
values of b.

Boundary Conditions

First of all, note that boundary conditions are not needed for C . We consider Dirichlet
boundary conditions for all other variables except L , for which we assume Robin
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boundary conditions. The choice of Dirichlet boundary conditions is dictated by the
fact that at the boundary the tissue is in a non-wounded state, and we expect variables
to remain close to their normal, equilibrium value there. For L , we apply instead the
following reasoning.

For LECs, we assume that once they pass the domain edge they move randomly
and die at a constant rate d4; in fact, it seems unrealistic to assume that they will just
vanish once reaching the domain edge. Therefore, we will follow common practice for
representation of habitat boundaries in ecological modelling (Ludwig et al. 1979): we
set a different evolution equation for L inside and outside the domain. In the interior
(i.e. for −ε < x < � + ε), the dynamics of L will be described by the Eq. (13); in the
exterior (i.e. for x < −ε and x > �+ε) instead we assume that LECs move randomly
and die (or transdifferentiate) with (high) constant rate d4. This gives the equation

∂L

∂t
= μL

∂2L

∂x2
− d4L (22)

outside the wound, whose solution at equilibrium is given by

Lo(x) = Ao exp

(√
d4
μL

x

)
+ Bo exp

(
−

√
d4
μL

x

)
(23)

where Ao and Bo are constants. Note that, since we want solutions to be bounded in
order to be biologically meaningful, we will take Bo = 0 for x < −ε and Ao = 0 for
x > � + ε. Since at the boundaries the outside and the inside solutions should have
the same value and the same flux, we have that

at x = −ε : L = Ao and
∂L

∂x
= Ao

√
d4
μL

⇒ ∂L

∂x
(t,−ε) =

√
d4
μL

L(t, 0)

at x = � + ε : L = Bo exp

(
−

√
d4
μL

�

)
and

∂L

∂x
= −Bo

√
d4
μL

exp

(
−

√
d4
μL

�

)

⇒ ∂L

∂x
(t, � + ε) = −

√
d4
μL

L(t, �)

which give the boundary conditions for L .
Summarising, the boundary conditions are

ν(t,−ε) = ν(t, � + ε) = νeq , E(t,−ε) = E(t, � + ε) = 0, (24)

∂L

∂x
−

√
d4
μL

L = 0 at x = −ε ,
∂L

∂x
+

√
d4
μL

L = 0 at x = � + ε (25)

with ν ∈ {T, M, V,C} and where νeq denotes the equilibrium value in the unwounded
skin for each variable.
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Fig. 6 (Color Figure Online) Quantification of LEC presence and distribution in the regenerating region
of a mouse tail wound. Here, the total numbers of LECs in the distal and proximal halves of the wound
at different days post-wounding are reported after data from a Rutkowski et al. (2006, Figure 2) and b
Goldman et al. (2007, Figure 1)

4 Numerical Solutions

To simulate the two systems (10)–(14) and (15)–(19), a specific code was written
which applies the Crank–Nicolson method for the diffusion terms and a first-order
upwind scheme for the chemotactic terms.

This section is structured as following: first, in Sect. 4.1, we present the data sets
which will be used as reference points in estimating the “goodness” of the simulations;
then, in Sect. 4.2 we present a sample simulation of both the whole O and S models;
in Sect. 4.3 we explore how changes in b (initial condition steepness) and ξ (intersti-
tial/lymph flow balance) affect lymphatic regeneration; in Sect. 4.4, we address the
two extreme cases where there is no advection at all andwhere the two advection terms
sum up (additive advection); finally, in Sect. 4.5 we summarise all the observations
concerning the different behaviour of O and S systems.

4.1 Data for Comparison

We will compare our model simulations with experimental data reported in Fig. 6.
These experimental observations show that the overall levels of LECs (both free and
in a capillary structure) increase steadily after wounding and that while at day 10 the
vast majority are in the distal half (i.e. upstream the lymph flow) by 60 days they are
almost evenly distributed over the two sides.

Hence, from experimental data:

– lymphatics should have reached a density close to Ceq at day 60;
– LECmigration and/or lymphatic capillary formation should happen predominantly
in the direction of the lymph/interstitial flow.

4.2 A First Simulation of O and S

We start by presenting simulations of the self-organising and sprouting cases (Figs. 7,
8, respectively) with ξ = 0.5 (representing that interstitial and lymph flow are equally
weighted in the overall advection term) and a very smooth initial condition, with b = 5
[see (20)].
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Fig. 7 (Color Figure Online) Simulation of equations (10)–(14) (self-organising case) with parameters
from Table 2 and initial condition as defined in Sect. 3.8, with b = 5; ξ = 0.5. Arrows mark the direction
of increasing t in the simulations

Fig. 8 (Color Figure Online) Simulation of equations (15)–(19) (sprouting case) with parameters from
Table 2 and initial condition as defined in Sect. 3.8, with b = 5; ξ = 0.5. Arrows mark the direction of
increasing t in the simulations

For these values of ξ and b, both systems predict lymphatic regeneration to be
almost symmetric and a nearly complete network is restored by around day 60 (see
Figs. 7, 8). Biologically, this represents the situation in which a relatively shallow
wound leaves more capillaries in the domain after wounding, so that regeneration
occurs mainly from remodelling of the preexisting network. We note, however, that
the distribution of the other variables is highly asymmetric. This will lead to a non-
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symmetric lymphatic regeneration when parameters are changed so that the chemical
concentrations contribute more prominently to the lymphangiogenesis process. One
unexpected feature emerging from Figs.7 and 8 is that macrophage, VEGF and LEC
levels are higher than equilibrium in the healthy tissue on the right-hand side of the
wound, downstream the lymph flow. While some overspill is likely to be observed,
particularly macrophage density appears to be too high to be realistic. In Sect. 4.3, we
will present results suggesting that the value ξ = 0.5 used in Figs. 7 and 8 is inappro-
priately low; the high downstream densities are a consequence of this. However, an
additional possible explanation might be that more processes are involved in bringing
cell and chemical levels back to normal in the healthy skin surrounding a wound;
macrophages are likely to be “re-absorbed” in the blood and lymphatic vasculature,
where their number is balanced by factors not included in the model. However, the
simulations shown in Figs. 7 and 8 do predict that eventually all the variables’ amounts
go back to equilibrium as healing proceeds.

4.3 Varying b and ξ

“Visual” observations In order to clearly visualise the changes in dynamics when
the parameters b and ξ are varied, we report the approximate solution profiles of the
lymphatic capillary density at different times for different combinations of these two
parameters; such simulations are reported in Tables 3 and 4 for the self-organising and
the sprouting case, respectively.

In the self-organising case, we observe that varying ξ between 0 and 0.75 does not
significantly affect the model output for capillary regeneration; on the other hand, the
initial conditions play a crucial role, since for a shallow wound (b = 5) the lymphatic

Table 3 Plots of capillary density at different times for different values of b and ξ in the self-organising
case [Eqs. (10)–(14)]; arrows mark the direction of increasing t in the simulations

On the right-hand side of each box, we show bar plots of LEC presence (calculated as L +C) in distal (D)
and proximal (P) half of the wound at days 10, 15, 25, 40 and 60 for different values of b and ξ
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Table 4 Plots of capillary density at different times for different values of b and ξ in the sprouting case
[Eqs. (15)–(19)]; arrows mark the direction of increasing t in the simulations

On the right-hand side of each box, we show bar plots of LEC presence (calculated as E +C) in distal (D)
and proximal (P) half of the wound at days 10, 15, 25, 40 and 60 for different values of b and ξ

network is almost completely restored by day 60, while almost no healing is observed
in the deep wound (b = 100) scenario. In addition, lymphangiogenesis happens in
a fairly symmetric fashion. However, things appear to be quite different for ξ = 1:
in this case, both shallow and deep wounds exhibit a left-to-right lymphangiogenic
process, which is completed by day 60. Note that while lymphangiogenesis occurs
exclusively from left to right in the deep wound scenario, in the shallow wound some
lymphatic regeneration is also visible from the right-hand side of the wound; this
confirms our first observation that in a shallow wound logistic remodelling plays a
more prominent role than in the deep wound setting. These results suggest that the
self-organising hypothesis is supported by the assumption that lymph flow, rather than
interstitial flow, is the main contributor to advection in the wound space.

For the sprouting case, things are almost identical to the self-organising case for
0 ≤ ξ ≤ 0.75 and b = 5 (shallow wound scenario). However, varying ξ in this
range seems to proportionally increase the left-to-right regeneration speed in the deep
wound case (b = 100), although it is still unable to account for complete regeneration
at day 60. In addition, for ξ = 1, while symmetric (although faster) healing is still
visible for b = 5, a capillary front advancing from right to left emerges in the deep
wound scenario, though again this is not fast enough to restore the network by day 60.
This apparent “switch” of behaviour can be explained as follows. ξ = 1 corresponds
to an advection component due exclusively to lymph flow coming from interrupted
capillaries; hence, where Cop = 0 both cells and chemicals tend to accumulate on
one side of the wound. In the self-organising case, however, LECs display random
movement and allow the capillary front to move. In the sprouting scenario, on the
other hand, capillary tips are not subject to either diffusion or advection; therefore,
the front of open capillaries tends to be stuck on the left-hand side of the wound and
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Fig. 9 (Color Figure Online) Sprouting case: capillary density dynamics at different times for different
values of ξ in the range 0.75–1 (ξ = 0.95, 0.97, 0.9775, 0.98, 0.9925, 0.995—from left to right, top to
bottom, respectively), with b = 100 (deep wound scenario). Arrows mark the direction of increasing t in
the simulations

chemotaxis tends to happen from right to left. Thus, there is not such an obvious
correlation between the value of ξ and the validity of the sprouting hypothesis, in
contrast to what we have seen above for the self-organising case. In the sprouting
case, a very precise balance of lymph and interstitial flow is required to give a left-to-
right lymphangiogenesis which is “fast enough,” that is one which completes by day
60.

To further investigate the “switch” of behaviour (from left-to-right to vice versa)
observed in Table 4 for b = 100, we run some extra simulations of this case for
0.75 < ξ < 1. Results are reported in Fig. 9 (note that no significant difference is
observed for 0.75 < ξ < 0.95; thus, we report extra simulations only for values of ξ

starting from 0.95).
The simulations in Fig. 9 suggest that sprouting lymphangiogenesis switches from

being left-to-right to being right-to-left as ξ increases from 0 to 1, passing through
symmetrical healing at around ξ = 0.9775.

Therefore, themost “realistic” value for ξ seems to be ξO ≈ 1 for the self-organising
case and ξS ≈ 0.97 for the sprouting case. For these values,

the self-organising case predicts total healing by day 60 (in accordance with the
data discussed in Sect. 4.1), while the sprouting case is a bit delayed in this respect.
However, all the variables go back to their equilibrium levels in the latter case, while
TGF-β, macrophages and VEGF stay at a high concentration in the right-hand side
of the wound in the self-organising scenario, which is not what we would expect to
happen in reality (simulations not shown).

Quantitative observations In order to make these observations more quantitative and
compare them directly with the data sets presented in Sect. 4.1; in each case (i.e. both
hypotheses and both combinations of ξ and b values), we calculate a parameter π60
to quantify the percentage of healing/lymphatic regeneration at day 60. We also count
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Table 5 Values of π60 [defined
in (26)] for different values of ξ

and b in the self-organising (O)
and sprouting (S) cases

Shallow wound (b = 5)
ξ 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1

O 97.2% 97.2% 97.2% 97.3% 101.7%

S 97.1% 97.1% 97.1% 97.1% 99.2%

Deep wound (b = 100)

ξ 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1

O 5.1% 5.1% 5.2% 5.2% 104.1%

S 6.6% 8.3% 10.5% 17.5% 10.6%

how many LECs are present in the left (distal) and right (proximal) half of the domain
at days 10, 17, 25, 40 and 60; in this way, we can directly compare the model output
with the empirical data reported in Fig. 6.

To define the quantity π60, we consider one slice of the wound space, as depicted
in Fig. 2; we then consider the ratio between the space occupied by the lymphatic
capillaries at day 60 and the original wound space. Thus, we consider

π60 = 100 · SC,60 − SIC
Swound

, (26)

where SC,60 is calculated as the area under the C-curve at t = 60 (approximated as a
polygon using the numerical results shown above) and Swound = Ceq · (�+2ε)− SIC ;
SIC denotes the area subtended by the capillary initial profile curve defined in (20),
with ν = C . In thisway,we estimate the portion of the real initialwound (i.e. excluding
the preexisting capillary density) occupied by capillaries at day 60. The values of π60
for the various cases considered above are reported in Table 5.

From Table 5, we can see clearly how at day 60 the lymphatic vasculature will be
restored to a level of 97% or more for any value of ξ in the shallow wound simulations
in both the self-organising and sprouting cases. For a deeper wound, however, the
lymphatic capillary population is restored only up to about 5% in the self-organising
case and up to about 17% in the sprouting case for ξ ≤ 0.75; also, while the parameter
π60 has more or less the same value for all these ξ ’s in the self-organising case, we
observe an increase in π60 for increasing ξ in the sprouting scenario (from 6 to 17%).
For ξ = 1, though, the healing predictions are quite different: in the self-organising
case, lymphatic capillary density slightly exceeds 100% healing, while the sprouting
case exhibits a capillary regeneration that covers only 10% of the original wound.

To compare the model predictions with the data reported in Fig. 6, we plot the
number of LECs (considered as L +C and E +C in the self-organising and sprouting
case respectively) in the left (distal) and right (proximal) half of the domain at days
10, 17, 25, 40 and 60. Such numbers are reported as bars in Tables 3 and 4 (right-hand
side of each box), which correspond exactly to the cases plotted in Tables 3 and 4 as
simulations.

Comparing and contrasting the bar plots reported in Tables 3 and 4 (right-hand
side of each box) with the data sets in Fig. 6, we see that the row corresponding to
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ξ = 1 is by far the best match for the self-organising case (the other values of ξ

giving almost no difference between the distal and proximal LEC density in any day
after wounding). For the sprouting case, it is natural to make a different distinction:
lymphatic regeneration is always predicted to happen symmetrically in a shallow
wound; in a deep wound, a slight distal-biased LEC density is observed appearing at
days 40 and 60 for ξ ≤ 0.75, while for ξ = 1 the LEC density in the proximal half of
the wound overtakes that in the distal half by day 60.

These observations confirm our first intuition: the self-organising case requires a
value of ξ close to one in order to observe a realistically fast left-to-right lymphan-
giogenesis, while the sprouting hypothesis needs a value of ξ between 0.75 and 1
to produce similarly good results. This difference could be explained by the differ-
ent mechanisms regulating lymphangiogenesis in each case. In the self-organising
hypothesis, capillaries form from LEC self-aggregation and disposition in capillary
structures once these are (locally) sufficiently abundant; a constant ever-going inter-
stitial flow slows this down because it prevents local LEC accumulation. In contrast,
lymph flow occurs only nearby interrupted capillary fronts, which move on as LECs
coalesce into vessels. In the sprouting case, by contrast, the total absence of intersti-
tial flow is a problem because neither capillary tips nor well-formed capillaries are
subject to either randommovement or lymph flow from interrupted capillaries; hence,
interstitial flow is the only movement-inducing force, aside from chemical gradients.
Moreover, in order to observe a chemical concentration peak on the right-hand side of
the wound (which, by chemotaxis, would induce a left-to-right migration of capillary
tips), a good balance is required between an everywhere-present interstitial flow and
a locally active lymph flow.

4.4 No Advection and Additive Advection Cases

We now consider two final cases: that of no advection at all and that with additive
advection (that is, where the advection velocity is as in (1) and (2), but without the
coefficients involving the parameter ξ ).

Simulations of the no advection case are shown in Table 6 for both the self-
organising and sprouting models.

Note that, in the self-organising case, dynamics in the absence of advection resemble
those reported in Table 3 for ξ = 1, although here capillary regeneration is a bit
slower. Here, the driving force behind left-to-right lymphangiogenesis is the influx of
macrophages (which produce VEGF) and LECs (which form capillaries) from the left
side of the interrupted capillaries. (Recall the influx term from the right edge is zero
for macrophages and very small for LECs.)

In the sprouting case, too, capillary density evolution reflects that previously
observed for ξ = 1 (see Table 4). However, contrary to the self-organising case,
here dynamics are significantly faster in the absence of advection. The reason behind
this may lie in macrophages accumulating on the left side on the wound: consequently
so does VEGF, which then drives the capillary sprouting from the right towards the
peak on the left. Observe that here there are no LECs coming from the open capillar-
ies on the left, so the regeneration is solely directed by gradients (capillary tips move
towards increasing gradients of VEGF).
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Table 6 Simulation of the self-organising (O) and sprouting (S) systems with parameters from Table 2 and
initial condition as defined in Sect. 3.8 where the advection terms are switched to zero

Arrows mark the direction of increasing t in the simulations

These results suggest two conclusions regarding advection:

1. advection contributes to the speed of the lymphatic regeneration, speeding up
the process in the self-organising case and slowing it down under the sprouting
hypothesis;

2. advection is of greater importance in the sprouting case, where it actually deter-
mines the direction (left-to-right or vice versa) in which healing occurs.

In other words, while the self-organising hypothesis seems to be able to explain left-
to-right lymphangiogenesis on its own (thanks to the free LECs influx, primarily from
the left side), the sprouting system needs some kind of force pushing VEGF towards
the right of the domain so as to form a gradient driving capillary sprouts from the
distal to the proximal end of the wound.

Finally, we investigate what happens when the advection velocities for chemicals
and cells are replaced, respectively, by

λchem(Cop) = (λchem1 · Cop) + λchem2 and (27)

λcell(Cop) = (λcell1 · Cop) + λcell2 ; (28)

we call this the additive advection case. This time lymphangiogenesis, while not
appearing overly affected in the shallow wound case, is heavily slowed down in
the deep wound scenario (simulation not shown). This reflects the fact that, when
lymphatic regeneration is driven mainly by chemical gradients, a sufficiently strong
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advection force has a negative effect in healing because it does not allow chemicals
and cells to accumulate, thereby producing sufficiently steep gradients.

4.5 Overall Comparison of O and S

Here, the overall similarities and differences between the self-organising and sprouting
hypotheses are summarised:

– In shallow wounds lymphangiogenesis appears to be dominated by logistic
growth/remodelling and occurs symmetrically from both sides of the wound. In
this case, there is little difference between the two hypotheses in terms of the
dynamics of wound healing lymphangiogenesis.

– Steeper initial conditions (as in a deepwound) lead to slower capillary regeneration;
this is reasonable, since smaller/shallower wounds are expected to heal faster
(Vowden 2011; Zimny et al. 2002) (see alsoMonstrey et al. (2008) for burn depth).
In the deepwound case, we also observe amarked difference in behaviour between
the two hypotheses: the self-organising case exhibits a very slow progression for
values of ξ not close to 1, with the empirically observed speed occurring for
ξ = 1; by contrast, the sprouting hypothesis predicts lymphangiogenesis to take
place from left to right at a speed that increases with ξ up to ξ ≈ 0.9775, when
it becomes symmetric; for larger ξ healing switches to a right-to-left process, at
decreasing speed as ξ approaches 1. This variety of behaviour highlights how
important the “balance” between interstitial and lymph flow is in the advection
terms (1) and (2).

5 Discussion

The results presented in this paper provide new insights in the understanding of
lymphangiogenesis mechanisms. Wound healing lymphangiogenesis is increasingly
considered a fundamental aspect of the regeneration process, but there is still no
consensus in the scientific community about how this phenomenon takes place. In
particular, two main hypotheses have been advanced to describe the lymphangiogene-
sis process: the self-organising hypothesis (Benest et al. 2008; Rutkowski et al. 2006)
and the sprouting hypothesis (Norrmen et al. 2011; Tammela and Alitalo 2010). Here,
we propose two different PDE systems to describe the two sets of assumptions. The
present work shows how the problem of determining the exact lymphatic regeneration
mechanism is intertwined with another open question in cellular biology: is interstitial
flow a determining factor in cellmigration? (Rutkowski and Swartz 2007) In this paper,
we explore the more general case of the effects of advection due to the combination of
interstitial flow and lymph flow coming from the interrupted capillaries. In addition,
we also consider how different initial conditions, corresponding to shallow and deep
wounds, affect the healing process.

The numerical simulations of the two systems we propose as describers for the
self-organising and sprouting hypotheses suggest that the observation of left-to-
right lymphangiogenesis does not justify per se the self-organising hypothesis: our
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sprouting-hypothesis system can also reproduce this phenomenon, although for a very
precise balance of lymph and interstitial flow. Therefore, a reliable value of ξ is needed
in order to choose between the two hypotheses. Other discriminating factors are that:

– capillary density in the sprouting case never significantly exceeds its normal value
Ceq, while overcoming this value is predicted in the self-organising case;

– in the self-organising case, there is an excess of TGF-β, macrophages and VEGF
persistingdownstreamof the lymphflowafter capillaries have reached their healthy
equilibrium level.

Biologically, it is not clear which is the main contributor to advection between
interstitial flow and lymph flow coming from the interrupted capillaries; the models
thatwe have presented suggest the latter ismore relevant and that the value of ξ is above
0.75 in both modelled hypotheses. Moreover, our simulations hint at an inhibiting
action of interstitial flow on lymphangiogenesis: strong interstitial flow here seems to
significantly slow down capillary regeneration. This may be attributed to the fact that a
ubiquitous advection force prevents chemical gradients from forming on the “correct”
side of the wound.

Finally, initial conditions (that is, the type of wound, shallow or deep) strongly
affect the speed and shape of the regeneration process: deeper wounds require more
time to heal, and lymphangiogenesis will occur more markedly in the direction of the
lymph flow in this case.

Our results emphasise the importance of advection in tissue regeneration; this
concept could be of particular importance in describing the emerging concept of autol-
ogous chemotaxis, that is the phenomenon whereby a cell can receive directional cues
while at the same time being the source of such cues (see Rutkowski and Swartz 2007,
Shields et al. 2007).

Further developments of the model could include the blood vasculature, so as to
allow a direct comparison between the regenerations of the two vessel structures. The
model could also be adapted to investigate differences in lymphatic regeneration in a
diabetic scenario, as in Bianchi et al. (2015). It would also be interesting to investi-
gate the similarities and the differences between wound healing lymphangiogenesis
and tumour lymphangiogenesis: tumour cells are known to release lymphangiogenic
factors and the tumour mass alters tissue pressure and interstitial flow, which could in
turn promote pathological lymphangiogenesis in cancer (Cao 2005; Christiansen and
Detmar 2011; Lunt et al. 2008; Rofstad et al. 2014; Simonsen et al. 2012).

A definitive answer to the question of whether the self-organising or sprouting
hypothesis better describes lymphangiogenesis will require a more informed evalua-
tion of the relative contribution of interstitial and lymph flow to advection in thewound
space, and more detailed spatio-temporal measures of capillary density and chemical
concentrations: do we observe a “bump” exceeding normal capillary density along the
capillary healing front? Do TGF-β, macrophages and VEGF persist at a high-level
downstream of the lymph flow after lymphatic regeneration is complete?
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Appendix: Parameter Estimation

Sizes, Weights, Equilibria and Velocities

Domain Size

We consider a full-thickness wound of length � = 5 mm, inspired by Zheng et al.
(2007). For the surrounding skin, we consider a (small) variable width ε. Thus, we
have a domain of length 5 mm + 2ε. In all the simulations reported in the present
paper, ε = 1; the nature of the observations does not change if a different value of ε

is chosen (simulations not shown).

TGF-β Molecular Weight and Equilibrium T eq

We take TGF-β molecular weight to be approximately 25 kDa (Boulton et al. 1997;
Wakefield et al. 1988, active/mature isoform). The equilibrium value of active TGF-β
is about 30 pg/mm3 (Yang et al. 1999, Figure 2).

Macrophage Volume and Equilibrium Meq

A human alveolar macrophage has a volume VM� of approximately 5000μm3 =
5× 10−6mm3 (Krombach et al. 1997). The macrophage steady state can be estimated
from Weber-Matthiesen and Sterry (1990, Figure 1), which plots typical macrophage
density in the skin. This shows that there is an average of about 15 macrophages per
0.1mm2 field. Assuming a visual depth of 80 μm, the macrophage density becomes
15 cells/(0.1mm2 × 0.08mm) = 1875 cells/mm3.

VEGF Molecular Weight and Equilibrium V eq

VEGFmolecular weight is taken to be 38 kDa (Kaur and Yung 2012; Yang et al. 2009,
VEGF-165). TheVEGF equilibrium concentration is estimated to be 0.5 pg/mm3 from
Hormbrey et al. (2003, Figure 1) and Papaioannou et al. (2009, Figure 2).

Normal Capillary Density Ceq

In Rutkowski et al. (2006), we find that “it was not until day 60, when functional and
continuous lymphatic capillaries appeared normal” and “at day 60 the regenerated
region had a complete lymphatic vasculature, the morphology of which appeared
similar to that of native vessels”. Hence, we assume that a capillary network that can
be considered “final” appears at day 60, and we take Ceq to be the number of LECs
present at this time. In Rutkowski et al. (2006, Figure 2E), we see that at that time
there are about 80 cells. This value corresponds to a 12 μm thin section. In addition,
from Rutkowski et al. (2006, Figure 2D) we can calculate the observed wound area,
which is about 5.6 × 105 μm2. In this way, we get a volume of 0.0067 mm3 with 80
cells, which corresponds to Ceq = 1.2 × 104 cells/mm3.
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Maximum Capillary Density Cmax

First of all, we want to convert 1 capillary section into a cell number. For this purpose,
we assume EC cross-sectional dimensions to be those reported in Haas and Duling
(1997), namely 10μm × 100μm. We then assume that LECs lie “longitudinally”
along the capillaries, and therefore, only the short dimension contributes to cover or
“wrap” the circumference of the capillary. Considering a capillary diameter of 55 μm
as in Fischer et al. (1996), we have that each lymphatic capillary section is made
of approximately 20 LECs (taking into account some overlapping). Then, from van
der Berg et al. (2003) we know that EC thickness is approximately 0.5 μm. Thus,
a capillary section is a circle of about 55 + 2 × 0.5μm diameter, corresponding, as
described above, to 20 cells.

If we imagine stacking 1 mm3 with capillaries of this size, we see that we can
pile on 1 mm/56μm ≈ 18 layers of capillaries. Then, considering an EC length of
100 μm as in Haas and Duling (1997), we have that 1 mm3 fits at most a number of
capillaries equivalent to the following amount of ECs:

20 cells × 18 × 18 × 1 mm

100μm
≈ 6.4 × 104 cells = Cmax .

Lymph Velocity

Fischer et al. (1996) suggests that the high lymph flow value (0.51mm/s) is due to
high pressure following die injection. This suggests that a lower value (9.7 microns/s)
might be considered as typical, in agreement with Fischer et al. (1997). In both papers,
the normal lymph velocity seems to be around 10 microns/s.

We thus assume lymph velocity to be vlymph = 10 micron/s = 864 mm/day (from
Fischer et al. 1996, 1997).

Interstitial Flow Velocity

First of all, we note that in Rutkowski and Swartz (2007) interstitial flow in the skin
is calculated to be around 10 microns/s. [Note that Helm et al. (2005) is relevant
for this aspect of our modelling, although it is less important for the estimation of
parameters; in this reference, the synergy between interstitial flow and VEGF gradient
is discussed.] Therefore, we will consider the interstitial flow to be also vI F = 10
microns/s = 864 mm/day (from Rutkowski and Swartz 2007).

Re-calculation of sM and k1

sM here is calculated in the same way as in Bianchi et al. (2015), but using our
amended model equations presented here. For k1, we point out that in Bianchi
et al. (2015) this parameter was appearing in the logistic part of the M-equation:
dM/dt = r2M − r2/k1 · M2. In the PDE systems, we do not include such terms because
only a minor fraction of macrophages undergo mitosis (Greenwood 1973). However,
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death due to overcrowding is present in both models; comparing these terms, we see
that our “new” k1 corresponds to the “old” k1/r2.

Diffusion Coefficients

VEGF Diffusion Coefficient DV

In Miura and Tanaka (2009), the authors observe that “in general, the diffusion coeffi-
cient of protein molecules in liquid is of the order of 106 μm2/h = 24mm2/day. This
intuitivelymeans that amoleculemoves 10μm/s. To generate a gradient over the order
of 100 μm, the timescale of protein decay should be around 10 s. In this specific case,
the protein decay time is about 1–10 h. Therefore, the observed diffusion coefficient
is too large and we need some mechanism to slow down the diffusion” (where “this
specific case” means that of VEGF).

In Miura and Tanaka (2009) the VEGF diffusion coefficient is estimated in three
different ways: by a theoretical model (0.24 mm2/day), and by two different empirical
techniques (24 mm2/day). The authors then suggest a diffusion coefficient of the order
of 106 μm2/h = 24 mm2/day. However, they also used the same technique to deter-
mine the diffusion coefficient at the cell surface; this time the diffusion coefficient is
estimated to be approximately 104 μm2/h = 0.24mm2/day.Keeping inmind all these
considerations, for the model we take the intermediate value DV = 2.4mm2/day.

TGF-β Diffusion Coefficient DT

In Lee et al. (2014) the authors estimate a TGF-β diffusion coefficient of 0.36 mm2/h
= 8.64 mm2/day from Brown (1999), Goodhill (1997). In Murphy et al. (2012), the
authors estimate a TGF-β diffusion coefficient of 2.54 mm2/day using the Stokes–
Einstein Formula.

We checked their consistency with the estimate for DV above. The Stokes–Einstein
equation of these calculated values assumes spherical particles of radius r to have dif-
fusion coefficient D ∼ 1/r ; since the molecular weight w of a particle is proportional
to its volume, we have that D ∼ 1/ 3

√
w and thus DT ≈ 2.76.

Macrophage Random Motility μM

In Farrell et al. (1990), we find “Population random motility was characterised by the
random motility coefficient, μ, which was mathematically equivalent to a diffusion
coefficient. μ varied little over a range of C5a [a protein] concentrations with a mini-
mum of 0.86×10−8cm2/sec in 1×10−7 MC5a to a maximum of 1.9×10−8cm2/sec
in 1 × 10−11 M C5a”. We thus take μM to be the average of these two values, that is
μM = 1.38 × 10−8cm2/s ≈ 0.12 mm2/day.

Advection Parameters λ1 and λ2

Wewill take λchem2 to be equal to vI F calculated in “Appendix of Sizes,Weights, Equi-
libria and Velocities”; thus, λchem2 = 864 mm/day. For λchem1 , it is more complicated,
but we would say that if Cop reaches the maximum possible value Cmax calculated
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in “Appendix of Maximum Capillary Density Cmax”, then λchem1 · Cop = vlymph,
which was calculated in “Appendix of Sizes, Weights, Equilibria and Velocities”.
That is, we assume that if the skin is “packed” with open capillaries, then the result-
ing flow will be the same as the usual lymph flow in the skin lymphatics). Hence,
λchem1 = vlymph/Cmax = 0.0135 mm day−1cell−1. For cells, we assume smaller val-
ues due the higher friction that cells encounter in the tissue. In the absence of relevant
empirical data, we take λcell1 = 1/10 · λchem1 and λcell2 = 1/10 · λchem2 .

Rate at Which TGF-β is Internalised by Macrophages γ1

At equilibrium, C = Ceq and thus p(C) = 0. Therefore, the equation for T at
equilibrium becomes

aMMeq(TL + r1M
eq) − d1T

eq − γ1T
eqMeq = 0,

which leads to

γ1 = aMMeq(TL + r1Meq) − d1T eq

T eqMeq ≈ 0.0042
mm3

cells · day .

Chemotaxis Parameters

Macrophage Chemotactic Sensitivity Towards TGF-β χ1

In Li Jeon et al. (2002, Table 1), the chemotaxis coefficients of neutrophils
for different gradients of interleukin-8 are listed (ranging from 0.6 × 10−7 to
12 × 10−7 mm2·mL·ng−1·s−1). We take the intermediate value χ1 = 5 ×
10−7mm2mL ng−1s−1 ≈ 4 × 10−2mm2(pg/mm3)−1day−1. To compare this value
with one from another source, we consider Tranquillo et al. (1988, Figure 8): although
the chemotaxis coefficient is shown to depend on the attractant concentration, an aver-
age value isχ = 150 cm2sec−1M−1 ≈ 5.18×10−2mm2(pg/mm3)−1day−1 (using the
TGF-β molecular weight found in “Appendix of TGF-β Molecular Weight and Equi-
librium T eq”). This result is encouraging because it is of the same order of magnitude
as the previous estimate.

LEC Chemotactic Sensitivity Towards VEGF χ2

InBarkefors et al. (2008), a quantification ismade of the effects of FGF2 andVEGF165
on HUVEC and HUAEC chemotaxis. In Barkefors et al. (2008, Figure 6A), it is
reported that the total distance migrated per HUVEC in response to a 50 ng/mL
gradient of VEGFA165 was about 150 μm. Considering that the analysed area of the
cell migration chamber was 800 μm long and that the experiment lasted 200 minutes,
we can estimate the endothelial cell velocity to be 150/200 = 0.75 μm/min = 1.08
mm/day and the VEGF gradient to be 50 ng/mL / 800 μm = 62.50 (pg/mm3)/mm.
Now, the flux J in our equation is given by J = χ2L

∂V
∂x ; however, J can also be
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seen as the product of the mass density and the velocity of the flowing mass (Douglas
et al. 2005). Therefore, with L being our mass density, we have

cell velocity = χ2
∂V

∂x

and then we can use the previous calculations to estimate

χ2 = cell velocity

VEGF gradient
= 1.08mm/day

62.50(pg/mm3)/mm
= 0.0173

mm2

day

mm3

pg
.

In order to have realistic cell movement dynamics, χ2 is taken to be 10 times bigger.
This can be justified by the fact that the aforementioned data refer to HUVECs, and
LECs might be faster than these cell types. A more suitable data set for this parameter
would be very useful to better inform this estimate, but we are not aware of such data.
Also, chemical gradients created in vitro are usually different between those observed
in vivo and they are known to highly affect cell velocity.

Density Dependence of the Macrophage Chemotactic Sensitivity ω

The cell density dependence of the macrophage velocity is given by the factor 1/(1+
ωM). This velocity ismaximal whenM is close to zero, andwe assume that it is halved
when M reaches its carrying capacity kold1 (that is, the parameter k1 in Bianchi et al.
(2015)). We therefore take ω to be the inverse of the macrophage-carrying capacity
kold1 .

Macrophage Inflow φ1

We expect φ1 to be proportional to the lymph flow (estimated in “Appendix of Sizes,
Weights, Equilibria and Velocities” as vlymph = 864 mm day−1) and macrophage
presence in the lymph. In the same source Fischer et al. (1996) that we used to estimate
vlymph, it is reported that the mean capillary diameter is 55μm. Thus, about 2.05 mm3

of lymph pass through a capillary bi-dimensional section in 1 day.
In Cao et al. (2005), we find that a mouse leucocyte count in the blood is approxi-

mately 3 to 8×106 cells/mL and that of these about 2×106 are macrophages coming
from the lymph nodes; so we have a macrophage density of 2 × 103 cells/mm3 in
the lymph. Therefore, each day about 2.05 mm3 × 2 × 103 cells/mm3 = 4.11 × 103

macrophages pass in one capillary. Converting capillaries into cell density as was
done in “Appendix of Maximum Capillary Density Cmax”, we have an influx equal to
4.11
20 × 103day−1 = 0.205 × 103day−1. However, the macrophage density reported
in Cao et al. (2005) refers to blood; we assume that this quantity in lymph (espe-
cially during inflammation) will be about 10 times bigger. Therefore, we will take
φ1 = 2.05 × 103day−1.
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